Saved by N*gger Skin Privilege
by Earl P. Holt III

After four years of delay and interference by corrupt black officials in
Chicago, Jussie Smollett was finally convicted and sentenced to jail for
his phony "hate crime" allegations and lying to investigators. He was
sprung from jail after only six days due to N*gger Skin Privilege.
This narcissistic black queer -- whose acting career was in decline -attempted to garner publicity and sympathy by fabricating a "hate crime"
against himself. He paid two "Niggerians" to pantomime "roughing him
up," and then reported the incident to police as a hate crime perpetrated
by Trump supporters. Chicago Police spent thousands of hours
investigating this phony hate crime, but prosecution was delayed for
years until a special prosecutor was finally appointed by the courts.
Likewise, the n*gger who murdered Ashli Babbitt on January 6th without
provocation -- Capitol Hill Police Lieutenant Michael Leroy Byrd -- has a
troubled record, but the investigation into his murder of Ashli Babbitt
was perfunctory. In 2019, this dumb, black bastard left his weapon in a
bathroom inside the Visitor's Center at the Capitol Building. In both
instances, he retained his rank and was back on the job in no time due
to N*gger Skin Privilege.
Bill Cosby's rape conviction was also recently overturned by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania. That's the same bunch of crooks who ratified the
last-minute arbitrary, capricious and unconstitutional alterations to
Pennsylvania's election laws by its corrupt Jewish Governor, which
facilitated the theft of the 2020 Presidential Election using Absentee
Ballots.

It took Montgomery County, Pennsylvania 11 years to finally prosecute
Bill Cosby -- despite numerous complaints by his victims -- and then only
because a new county prosecutor was elected. Cosby's arrest came mere
days before the statute of limitations ran on his 2005 rape of Andrea
Constand, a self-professed lesbian. Thus Bill Cosby -- a serial rapist -joined a long line of corrupt but prominent nigger criminals who got a
free or nearly free pass from the injustice system due to N*gger Skin
Privilege.
Bill Cosby joins Jesse Jackson, who was never prosecuted for embezzling
hundreds-of-thousands of dollars from his tax-exempt foundations,
which he used to pay "hush-money" to the mothers of his bastards.
Naturally, George H. W. Bush's Justice Department chose not to
prosecute Jackson's high-profile tax fraud case, a decision that was made
in the Oval Office by an unusually weak and timid president. N*gger Skin
Privilege saved Jesse Jackson's phony reputation.
Likewise, "Reverend" Al Sharpton organized a violent protest against
legal and reasonable actions by owners of Freddy's Fashion Mart in New
York. Sharpton's rhetoric so incensed a protestor in the crowd that he
entered the store, shot several employees and set fire to the store
causing multiple fatalities. Although this is merely one of many riots with
fatalities initiated by Sharpton, he was never prosecuted for any of them
because of N*gger Skin Privilege.
Following the belated investigation of a hotly-contested St. Louis
election in 1991, five n*gger Election officials in North St. Louis
confessed under oath to the FBI that they forged the signatures of
thousands of black voters -- who never appeared at the polls -- and then
"voted" them. Under Missouri Statutes, they should have been fined
between $2,500 and $10,000, and spent up to five years in prison.
Instead, their only punishment was to be barred from serving as election

officials in future elections. Needless to say, vote fraud continued
unabated in St. Louis thanks to N*gger Skin Privilege.
O.J. Simpson nearly beheaded his ex-wife and also murdered the
unfortunate waiter who was returning her glasses from the Mezzaluna
restaurant where she mistakenly left them on June 12 of 1994. The L.A.
County District Attorney -- Gil Garcetti -- chose to hold this murderous
black bastard's trial in Los Angeles rather than Brentwood, where the
two murders actually took place. This venue guaranteed a jury consisting
of corrupt and retarded n*ggers, who acquitted Simpson despite
MOUNTAINS of conclusive evidence. Another example of N*gger Skin
Privilege.
In 2010, Obama's corrupt n*gger Attorney General -- Eric Holder -- and
other Obama officials set up an operation in which "straw" parties were
permitted to illegally purchase firearms in the U.S. and then deliver them
to the Mexican drug cartels. Its sole purpose was to undermine support
for the Second Amendment by making it appear as if the Right to Keep
and Bear Arms gave the drug cartels license to arm themselves at
American gun stores. The criminal conspiracy's name was "Fast &
Furious."
This illegal operation led to the murder of a U.S. Customs and Border
Patrol (CPB) Agent with the very firearms bought through Fast & Furious.
Eric Holder was never investigated, and he successfully "stonewalled"
the House Intelligence Committee for years, which eventually held him in
Contempt. He was never deposed or charged in the death of that CPB
agent, and still practices law at an expensive Washington law firm thanks
to N*gger Skin Privilege.
There are clearly two systems of justice in this country, one for black
criminals and another for whites, unless they happen to be prominent
"Democrats." Like many other black criminal defendants, the black

bastards mentioned above received special legal considerations from
start to finish owing entirely to N*gger Skin Privilege.

